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By TAYLOR STUCK
THE PARTHENONUndergraduate students from all over the state will gather at the state Capitol to showcase their research for the 10th Annual Undergradu-ate Research Day.Marshall University students will take part in the event Thursday and a total of 100 students will be in attendance. Erin Fankhanel, pre-med sophomore biology major from Hurricane, W.Va., will be 
one of the students presenting research.“I’m really excited,” Fankha-
nel said. “This is the first time I’ve ever presented anything. I’m really looking forward to it.”The students will set up posters describing their work in the rotunda of the Capitol. Legislators, the general pub-lic and fellow students will be able to ask questions about the work. Fankhanel said she and 
others will get a chance to pres-ent their work to legislators in order to show where and what funding has gone towards.The research includes work with kidney damage, advanced research computer programs and psychology studies. Fankhanel said she was working with Eric Blough, associate professor of phar-macology, and testing the use of nanoparticles for the treat-ment of organ dysfunction.“Our main focus is sepsis, 
which is a bacterial infection in the blood,” Fankhanel said. “It is a really big problem in hos-pitals, especially in ICU.”Chief of Staff Matt Turner said President Stephen Kopp took pride in the opportunity for undergraduate students to take part in research.“When you think of research, you think of upper level profes-sors with a Ph.D., but this is an opportunity for a student with just a couple years of schooling under their belt to take part in 
research,” Turner said.The College of Science has many opportunities for stu-dents to work with a professor on research.Fankhanel said she is thankful for the opportunity to take part in research at events such as Un-dergraduate Research Day.“It is so exciting because that is what I want to do,” Fankhanel said.The event will conclude with a luncheon where students will be able to further discuss their 
findings and projects with each other and legislators.Fourteen other universities and colleges including West Virginia University, West Vir-ginia Wesleyan and Concord University will also repre-sented at the event.
Taylor Stuck can be con-
tacted at stuck7@marshall.
edu.
Undergraduate students to present research at Capitol 
By JOSIE LANDGRAVE
THE PARTHENONAccording to the Centers for Disease Control and Preven-tion, about 5.2 million college students are obese. Marshall University is challenging this number head-on, but in a unique way. The Marshall University Women’s Center is sponsoring events all week for National Eating Disorders Awareness Week. Wednesday’s meeting focused on stigmas that society places on individuals who are obese and the potential harm it can cause them in a discussion labeled, “The War on Obesity: More Harm than Good?”NEDA week works to shift the view on the perception of health. Their goal is to show that health should not be based on a weight, but on an individ-ual’s lifestyle and body image. Kelsey Chapman, a student in the clinical psychology doctoral program, led the dis-cussion on the correlation between obesity and eating disorders. Those with either of these disorders are obsessed with being thin and focus on the way society views them. She focused her presentation 
on what individuals — specifi-cally the Marshall community — can do in dealing with those with eating disorders and preventing further ones from forming. 
“Campuses are places where eating disorders run rampant. There is a big emphasis on 
fitness and image on college campuses,” Chapman said. “Sometimes we tend to imme-diately judge someone’s health by how much they weigh. We want to open people’s minds and educate them about the messages we give off to others.”Erica Clites, a Marshall grad-uate, is far too familiar with the effects of eating disorders and the emotional toll it can have on someone.“I struggled with anorexia for about six years. I know what it is like to have people talk about your weight and how you look,” Clites said. “I am happy that Marshall is bringing awareness about this issue and educating people on how they come off to others.  Sometimes people don’t realize how harmful their words can be.”The goal of NEDA week is to inform students of the issues the country faces on eating disorders and to encourage the acceptance of all body shapes and sizes.NEDA week continues on the topic of body image with a meeting about photo shopping in the media. The discussion will be Thursday at 7:00 p.m. in Harris Hall 134. 
Josie Landgrave can be 
contacted at landgrave2@
marshall.edu.
Marshall Women’s 
Center weighs in 
on eating disorders
By BEENA RAGHAVENDRAN
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERSWASHINGTON _ She sits tall on a rock, eyes behind her fa-mous circle-frame glasses, 
staring defiantly across the Capitol’s National Statuary Hall.Civil rights activist Rosa Parks’ 9-foot bronze statue was unveiled in a ceremony Wednesday that included re-marks from President Barack Obama and leaders of Con-gress, echoing words of her determination and legacy for the future.“We make excuses for inac-tion,” Obama said, addressing the members of Congress and guests in the National Statuary Hall. “We say to ourselves, ‘It’s 
not my responsibility. There’s nothing I can do.’ Rosa Parks tells us there’s always some-thing we can do.”The president said that if it weren’t for civil rights leaders like Parks, he wouldn’t be in of-
fice today.Her bronze likeness joins the Capitol Hill Art Collection after a law authorizing a commemo-rative statue of Parks’ legacy passed about a month after her death in 2005. Its unveiling is in conjunction with Parks’ 100th birthday earlier this month.Joining the president was House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio; House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.; Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, 
D-Nev.; Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, R-Ky., and Rep. Jim Clyburn, D-S.C. Attend-ing as well was Sheila Keys, Parks’ niece, and Elaine Steele, Parks’ longtime friend.The statue represents a se-
ries of firsts: the first full statue of an African-American woman 
in the Capitol, and the first to be funded and commissioned by Congress since 1873. The timing of its placement also has a sense of historical symmetry.It’s been 50 years since the pivotal 1963 March on Wash-ington for civil rights and 150 years since the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation.Boehner called Parks “a Lady Liberty for our times and all 
times,” saying the statue’s pres-ence would impact members of Congress and visitors alike. Half a century ago, the placement of such a statue in the hall would have been impossible, he said.Statue designers Eugene Daub and Rob Firmin of Daub & Firmin Sculpture Studios in Kensington, Calif., beat out more than 100 artists to design and build the piece. The two 
were selected as finalists in a competition held by the Na-tional Endowment for the Arts and were chosen by the Joint Committee on the Library of the U.S. Congress, which over-sees the institution.
OLIVIER DOULIERY / ABACA PRESS | MCT
New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg speaks to the press about the administration’s proposals to reduce gun violence after meeting with 
Vice President Joe Biden at the White House, Wednesday in Washington, D.C.
By CURTIS TATE
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERSWASHINGTON — More than two 
months after the horrific mass shooting at a Connecticut elementary school, the Sen-ate on Wednesday held its second hearing on legislation that would ban assault weapons and high-capacity ammunition clips and extend background checks to gun shows and private sales.But after hearing heated, emotional testimony, the measure’s supporters and opponents seem no closer to agreement on any of the core issues. And given the grid-lock in Congress, supporters of new gun legislation may not get everything they want — and might not get anything at all.
Since the first assault weapons ban became law in 1994, most Republicans, as well as many Democrats, have steered clear of the issue.A series of recent mass shootings, however, emboldened supporters of gun restrictions to renew their push. For them, the last straw may have been the Decem-ber shootings at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Conn., in which a gun-
man armed with an assault rifle killed 20 children and six adults.“We are holding today’s hearing because the massacre in Newtown was, sadly, not an anomaly,” said Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., the lead sponsor of the new bill, as she opening Wednesday’s hearing before 
the Senate Judiciary Committee.One key witness was Neil Heslin, whose son, Jesse, was among the young Newtown victims. Weeping, Heslin said no family should have to endure what he and the other victims’ families have had to go through.All 21 current co-sponsors of Fein-stein’s legislation are Democrats, and while some Republicans said they were willing to have a vote on the bill, they’ve made it clear that they oppose it. Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., expressed a view 
shared by the National Rifle Association and many fellow Republicans that existing 
laws aren’t sufficiently enforced.
Heated Senate testimony on assault 
weapons brings sides no closer
See COURT | Page  5
Civil rights icon Rosa Parks given a place of honor in the U.S. Capitol
See STATUE | Page  5
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By COURTNEY BROWN
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University Student Resource Center is equipping students with the necessary skills to face mid-
terms with confidence and success. The SRC, located on the 
second floor of the Memorial Student Center, offered two sessions for students to attend the event “Avoid a Midterm Meltdown. ”Midterms mark the halfway 
point in the semester and as-sess the information that has been learned thus far in stu-dent’s classes. Sarah Craiger, resource spe-cialist, said the SRC wanted to make sure students have all the resources and knowledge they need to get prepared for their midterm exams.“We want to make sure they understand how they learn so they can capitalize on the best ways for them to learn individ-ually,” Craiger said. “We want 
to make sure that they know how to create a study plan so they don’t just sit down with all three books and study ma-terials, because that can be overwhelming.”The SRC staff offers strate-gies for how students can study for exams and tips on how to take the exam.Andrea Koutsunis-Hicks, re-source specialist, said students are given information and in-struction regarding what to do before, after and during an exam.
“There are different types of ways to help students with different types of exams,” Kout-sunis-Hicks said. “Such as true or false tests, multiple choice, essay exams and open book tests. Having this information allows the student to attack the exam in an informed way.”Craiger said taking an exam could cause anxiety and be very nerve racking for students 
because it can be the first test students have seen in the class they are taking.
“Part of our program, that we offer, also covers test anxi-ety and how to pinpoint what is your source that creates this anxiety for you, as well as strategies to help students overcome that barrier,” Craiger said.Jacob Longoria, sophomore, said he is nervous for his Spanish and communication midterms.“I don’t let stress get too me,” Longoria said. “My friends are stressed out and stay up all 
night studying, and I’ll study for like an hour and do good. I am not the kind of person that freaks out and slaves over it. I stay relaxed.”Midterms can be a scary time for some students. The SRC is available for students’ needs, whether they need help with reading techniques or tips on how to study effectively.
Courtney Brown can be 
contacted at brown625@
marshall.edu.
Student Resource Center helps tackle midterm stress
MICHAEL KAPPELER | MCT
Pope Benedict XVI waves to tens of thousands of pilgrims and well-wishers as the Popemobile transports him through St. Peter's Square ahead of 
his final general audience Wednesday; the eve of his retirement as leader of the world's Roman Catholics at St. Peter's Square, Vatican City. 
By HENRY CHU
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)They packed St. Peter’s Square when he was named the new pope, and they came again by the thousands to see him off.On the eve of his retirement as head of the world’s 1.1 billion Roman Catholics, Pope Benedict XVI recalled the joy and burden of leadership Wednesday at a 
final general audience on which cheering devotees and a late-winter sun both smiled warmly. The eight years of his papacy, Benedict told the crowd, had been a grand journey, sometimes smooth, sometimes turbulent, but always steered by God.“The Lord did not let us founder. ... This has been a cer-tainty that nothing can obscure,” the pontiff said, abandoning his usual practice of preaching a homily in favor of an unchar-acteristically personal last address. “And it’s for this reason that today my heart is full of thanks to God, because he has not deprived the whole church, or me, of his consolation, his light, his love.”On Thursday evening, 
Benedict is set to go down in 
history as the first pope in 600 
years to relinquish his office while still alive. He acknowl-edged again that his decision to step down because of failing health was a grave and novel one, but declared that he felt “a deep serenity in my soul.”“To love the church means also 
to have the courage to make diffi-cult and painful choices, keeping sight of the good of the church and not ourselves,” he said.Some shouted, “Long live the pope!” as he spoke. Others held aloft banners with the word “Grazie,” or “thanks” in Italian, 
which fluttered next to national 
flags belonging to pilgrims who converged on the imposing col-onnaded piazza from all parts of the world.It was clear that, for many in the crowd of more than 
100,000, nothing in Benedict’s papacy has become him quite like the leaving of it.“It shows such humility to come down from a great level,” said Nisha Antony, a nun from India. “Have you ever seen a pol-itician give up a high seat?”
Julia G. Ferreras, a university professor from Spain, agreed.“It proves he is a free man. He thinks this is what he should do, and he followed his conscience,” she said. “He understands that he doesn’t have the strength” to remain at the helm.Benedict, 85, looked frail as he sat, robed in white, beneath a canopy on the steps of St. Peter’s Basilica. His voice was hoarse but did not waver when he de-livered his remarks, responded to tributes in various languages, sang the Lord’s Prayer in Latin 
and gave a final blessing, lift-ing his hands above his slightly hunched frame.“Oh, bless him,” murmured Ann McKay of Edinburgh, the Scottish capital, as Benedict zipped around the square amid the cheering crowds in his mo-torized Pope-mobile.McKay was in Rome on a pre-viously planned visit with her husband and came to show her respects.“It’s not an easy time for the Catholic Church,” she said, al-luding to the sex-abuse scandals that have severely undermined 
the church’s moral authority. “The Catholic Church does have to be more with the times, to be sure. He’s left it to someone younger to take it forward.”The adulation in the square was respectful and even rever-ential, but without the electricity that often attended the public audiences of Pope John Paul II, Benedict’s charismatic prede-cessor. Still, those in the piazza were grateful for a chance to see the pope one last time, while 
Benedict had the benefit, almost unique among him and his pre-decessors, of knowing this was 
his final major appearance be-fore the faithful.He smiled and waved, looking more at ease among the throngs than usual, perhaps out of a sense of relief. Though known to be engaging in private, the pope has often seemed shy, aloof and even awkward in public.On the steps with the pope 
were about 70 cardinals in their distinctive red skullcaps, the “princes” of the church, more 
than 100 of whom will assemble in the coming weeks to select his successor.
Pope holds final general audience before retirement
By MARIO RECIO
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS 
(MCT)The politically charged issue of race was before the U.S. Supreme Court on Wednesday in a case that could determine how the 
landmark 1965 Voting Rights Act applies to the South.The nine justices en-gaged in a lively and at 
times contentious 70-min-ute exchange, with several possibly signaling their po-sitions in what may mean a new chapter in the nation's divided racial history. The repercussions of their even-tual decision could be felt throughout the country."Is it the government's submission that the citizens in the South are more racist than citizens in the North?" Chief Justice John Roberts asked in an apparently fa-cetious question that drew gasps from the audience.The case arose out of Shelby County, Ala., which is challenging sections of the 
pivotal 1965 law that prohib-ited discriminatory voting rules. The county brought the suit against the sections of the law that require nine mostly Southern states and portions of seven others to receive prior approval from the U.S. Department of Jus-tice on voting procedures or anything that affects a mi-nority group's ability to cast ballots.The nine states currently covered in their entirety un-der the contested sections are Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina, Texas, Alaska, Ari-zona, Louisiana, Mississippi and Virginia. The seven oth-ers are California, Florida, North Carolina, Michigan, New Hampshire, New York and South Dakota.Several of the states are engaged in legal disputes with the Justice Department on Voting Rights Act clear-ance issues, such as Texas' 
ongoing fight over drawing district lines.The hearing drew well-known African-American leaders, including the Rev. Jesse Jackson, the Rev. Al Sharpton and several Afri-can-American members of Congress. Among them was 
the House Democrats' as-sistant leader, Rep. James Clyburn of South Carolina.The court's ideologi-cal lines were immediately obvious as Justice Sonia So-tomayor challenged Shelby County's attorney, Bert Rein."Some portions of the South have changed," said Sotomayor, who then cited an ongoing pattern of discrimi-natory voting procedures in Shelby County. "Your county pretty much hasn't. You may be the wrong party in bring-ing this."Rein argued that apply-ing Section 5 of the law to only certain states violates the Constitution, which is based on laws being applied equally. He said that the for-mula to determine which jurisdictions fall under Sec-tion 5 is outdated, based on long-since discontinued literacy tests and voting registration dependent on 
mid-1960s data.At the center of the case is whether the courts or 
Congress, which in 2006 re-authorized the Voting Rights Act for 25 years, should decide whether the prior approval requirement in Section 5 _ considered by supporters to be a deterrent to discrimination _ stays in place.U.S. Solicitor General Don-ald Verrilli pointed out that Congress had looked at the record and approved the law by large margins. But Justice Antonin Scalia said, "I think it is attributable to a phenomenon that is called perpetuation of racial entitlement."Scalia said that he did not think Congress would ever change the law, but the courts should."Even the name of it is wonderful: the Voting Rights Act," he said, emphasizing that politicians had no in-centive to alter it. "Do you think that the right to vote is a racial entitlement in Sec-tion 5?"Justice Elena Kagan said that deciding which states were engaged in discrimina-tory voting activities would be "a new power" for the judges."I don't think this falls un-der our bailiwick," she said.
Issue of race takes stage 
in Voting Rights Act fight
By WILLIAM DOUGLAS
and ANITA KUMAR 
MCCLATCHY NEWSPAPERS (MCT)Still gridlocked over how or whether to avert the looming federal spending cuts known as sequestration, the two ma-jor parties found a new thing to argue about Wednesday: They don’t agree on when the budget cuts start going into effect.Republicans said the spend-ing cuts would start Friday. The White House said it was really Saturday.Either way, the seemingly trivial dispute underscored the inability of the two sides to avert spending cuts neither side wanted when they were passed and signed into law in 
2011. President Barack Obama announced plans to meet Fri-day at the White House with 
congressional leaders of both parties, but neither side ex-pected any action before the cuts start sometime Friday or Saturday. Indeed, Republicans in the House of Representa-tives signaled they’re already looking past the all-but-certain start of the spending cuts to the 
next budget fight, over the leg-
islation needed to finance the entire government.Apart from the cuts in spend-ing to the current budget, the government runs out of money in March and will need an appropriation to stay open 
through the end of the fiscal 
year, on Sept. 30. House Re-publicans said Wednesday that they would vote next week on 
a plan to finance the govern-ment, but would lock in the $85 billion in spending cuts taking 
effect soon. That move, certain to be rejected by Democrats, is likely to be part of the White House session Friday.
Obama did talk briefly about the budget impasse Wednes-day with House Speaker John Boehner, R-Ohio; House Mi-nority Leader Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif.; Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev.; and Senate Minority Leader Mitch McCon-nell, R-Ky., when he joined them for the dedication of civil rights icon Rosa Parks’ statue inside the Capitol.White House spokesman Jay Carney said the president hoped that the lawmakers would have a “constructive discussion” at their full meeting Friday, but the politi-cal sniping suggested otherwise.“Compromise here in Wash-ington can usually be measured 
by a willingness of one leader to put forward proposals that demonstrate tough choices by his side or her side,” Carney said. “What we have not seen from the Republicans is anything like the willingness to compromise in-herent in the proposals that the president has put forward.”McConnell complained that “the Democrats who control Washington still haven’t put forward a seri-ous bipartisan plan; not the president and not his allies in Congress.”“Now, less than 48 hours before the clock runs out, all they’ve offered is a gimmicky tax hike that’s designed to fail,” McConnell added. “I hope they’re not expecting a round of applause for this particular act of political bravery.”
Now Republicans, Democrats don’t even agree on when sequester starts
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By CAITIE SMITH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITORMarshall University baseball will look to expand on its .500 record this weekend when the Herd takes on USC Upstate and Wofford in Spartanburg, S.C.The team is coming off a two win, two-loss week and will begin play Fri-day at 4 p.m.The Herd returned to Huntington Mon-day and is already back out on the road. Senior utility man Gray Stafford said he believes the travel schedule makes the team stronger.“Coach has stressed classroom 
first, so we know we have to get after the books when we’re in town, but I feel like each and everyone of us has adapted well to the daily grind,” Staf-ford said.Stafford began the season playing 
right field, but an injury has forced him back to his former position at third base.“I’m comfortable playing third and I feel like I can perform there,” Staf-ford said. “I’m willing to do whatever it takes to help the team be successful. I feel like the guys on the team realize that and have my back.”Stafford currently leads the team in hits and doubles and is second in bat-ting average with .333. Stafford said he does not feel any ex-tra pressure despite his stats.“I don’t really pay a lot of atten-tion to my numbers,” Stafford said. “I 
just try to go out, have fun and have good at bats. This offseason, I really worked on fine-tuning my swing mechanics, so when the season got here, I didn’t have to think about it. 
I could just go play hard and enjoy the game.”The Cheraw, S.C. native is looking forward to being back in The Palmetto State.“Its always fun to play close to 
home,” Stafford said. “A few of my best friends from back home are making the trip to see my play this weekend, 
and this will be their first time seeing me playing college baseball. I’m look-ing forward to seeing them. I’m also excited to catch up with some of my old JUCO teammates that play on both Upstate and Wofford.”Stafford spent two seasons with Spartanburg Methodist Junior College prior to putting on the kelly green.Senior pitcher Matt Hummel had his own philosophy about the in-season 
difficulties.“Playing a college baseball season is a grind,” Hummel said. “I think we get tired sometimes, but all teams are going through the same thing with travel, school and all that goes 
with it. It just depends on how you approach it.” Hummel said being tired sometimes is not an excuse.“We can’t let it be an excuse for los-ing, but rather a way to get the upper hand on other teams,” Hummel said. Hummel pitched against North Car-olina A&T over the weekend, striking out three batters over an inning and one third of work.“I feel like I threw really well,” Hum-mel said. “But it wasn’t without the help of good pitch calling and good catching behind the plate. I feel like my role is to go out when my name is called and give the team solid con-sistent outings, whether it’s for one batter or a couple of innings.”Hummel said being a senior comes with leadership territory in regards to the younger guys on the team.“I try to be a leader, a quiet leader,” 
Hummel said. “I just try to lead by ex-ample and help them learn the ways of college baseball and the way to deal with the ups and downs that with each season.”Marshall will play Upstate Friday 
and Sunday and will face Wofford in a double header Saturday. The Spartans are 5-2 on the sea-son, losing a one-run game to Furman Wednesday. The other loss loss came to no. 8 ranked Kentucky.Wofford supports a record of 4-3 this year.“I don’t know much about either 
team,” Hummel said. “I just know that they are both pretty good teams, but I don’t look too far into opponents. I know if we bring our A-game we can play with anybody, and the same goes for this weekend.”The starting rotation will see a slight tweak. Freshman Chase Boster will remain the Friday starter, but senior Wayland Moore will throw Saturday 
and junior Aaron Blair is slated for Sunday. Freshman Michael Taylor will throw the second game against Wofford.
Taylor started his first college game Monday when the Herd faced 
Charlotte. The West Virginia native lasted two and two thirds innings, allowing one earned run and three walks.Temperatures are predicted in the mid 50s Friday and mid 40s through the rest of the weekend. Stafford and Hummel both have expectations for themselves and the team this year.“Individually, I expect myself to be a leader — show the younger guys how to play the game,” Stafford said. “I also want to have fun this year. Baseball can be a stressful game if you take it seriously. As a team, we expect to make the conference tour-nament and a regional. That has been our goal since day one of fall 
practice, and now we just need to go out and execute.”Hummel said his team expectations are the same.“Along with the rest of the guys, I expect to have a winning season, but 
to go to a regional,” Hummel said. “In-dividually, I expect to be a consistent guy out of the bullpen for our team in whatever role I’m needed.”Stafford said there are some key elements that the Herd will need to follow to stay successful this weekend.“I feel like our team needs to con-tinue to stay consistent with our routines,” Stafford said. “We had some miscues last weekend, but as long as each guy learns from his mistakes we should be ready for this upcoming weekend.”
Hummel said it is just a matter of playing the way they are capable of.“I don’t think we need to work on 
anything specific,” Hummel said. “We know we have the talent and the game 
to play with and beat anybody, we just need to play like we can and show up at all facets of the game. Let the rest take care of itself.”
Caitie Smith can be contacted at 
smith1650@marshall.edu.
Baseball tries to continue winning ways
HERDZONE.COM
Senior infielder Alfredo Brito makes a hit against North Carolina A&T. Brito is hitting .278 with four RBI. 
By MALCOLM IRVING
THE PARTHENON
With just two home games left, the Marshall University wom-en’s basketball team is looking to please its fans with a victory over the Southern Mississippi Golden Eagles, Thursday.The last time the Herd faced the Golden Eagles, the showdown 
was fierce with each team battling to come out on top. Unfortu-nately, the Golden Eagles came away with the victory over the Herd. Lately, the Herd has been doing well at home with wins over Memphis, UTEP and ECU. UTEP and East Carolina were ranked at the top of the conference when the Herd beat them.   The last game the Herd played Southern Miss was in Hat-tiesburg, Miss., but the setting will be different Thursday, as the Herd will have the support of its fans and the color green and white all around.
“We keep our composure at home, we feel more confident, and it also helps our nerves to be calm,” sophomore forward Chukwuka Ezeigbo said.Sophomore guard Shay Weaver, who averages 10 points per game, leads the Herd. Eziegbo, who averages eight points per game, also leads the team with 33 blocks.Senior guard Jamierra Faulkner, who averages 19 points per game, and senior guard Tanecka Carey, who averages 15 points per game, lead the Golden Eagles.The Herd has three more games left in regular season play. Ezeigbo said the team has to stay consistent until the Confer-ence-USA Tournament. “We’ve been up and down with the wins and losses,” Ezeigbo 
said. “We’re just trying to be able to take each possession, each stop and basket. We are not trying to look at the big picture, we’re trying to break it down to small components.”Ezeigbo said the team has a different outlook coming into Thursday’s game against USM. 
“We are definitely determined to beat them this time, espe-cially since we came so close to beating them last time,” Ezeigbo 
said. “If we just close up the gaps and finish our plays, then we should be good.”The women’s basketball team will face the University of Southern Mississippi in the Cam Henderson Center at 7 p.m.
Malcolm Irving can be contacted at irving3@marshall.
edu.
Women’s basketball attempt 
to continue success at home
Chiefs acquire Alex Smith from 49ers
By ADAM TEICHER
THE KANSAS CITY STAR (MCT)Following the recent hiring of coach Andy Reid and general manager John Dorsey, 
finding a starting quarterback became priority number one for the Chiefs. They scoured the trade and potential free-agent markets and researched quarterbacks who would be available in the upcoming NFL Draft.They settled Wednesday on Alex Smith, a part-time starter for the San Francisco 49ers for the past eight seasons. The deal, 
which cannot become official until the NFL's trading period begins on March 12, would send the Chiefs' second-round pick, 34th overall, plus a conditional pick in 2014 to the 49ers.
Reid and Dorsey judged Smith to be the best quarterback available on the market. As such, he becomes their centerpiece as the Chiefs attempt to recover from a 2-14 season."I like this trade a lot," former Chiefs 
quarterback Rich Gannon said. "I like the timing of it. It allows the Chiefs to kind of move forward with kind of a concrete plan for what they're going to do in terms of free agency and the draft. They've got the cen-terpiece from an offensive perspective now 
and they can find the pieces to put around him."In return for the draft picks, the Chiefs are getting a talented player. Smith, who turns 29 in May, was the No. 1 overall pick in the 2005 NFL Draft by the 49ers after two strong seasons as a starter in college at Utah.Only recently has Smith become a pro-ductive player in the NFL. The 49ers repeatedly changed offensive coordinators and systems during Smith's early seasons and he was a disappointment as recently as 2008, when he missed the entire season because of a broken bone in his shoulder.Smith began to turn his career around the following year, but he didn't really 
flourish until Jim Harbaugh joined the 
49ers as head coach in 2011. Smith set a career high with a 90.7 passer rating that season and helped the 49ers win the NFC West championship with a 13-3 record and advance to the conference title game.He was the NFL's top-rated passer last season with a mark of 104.1 and was com-pleting more than 70 percent of his passes after a 6-2 start when he received a concus-sion in a November game against the Rams. When Smith was cleared to play a couple of weeks later, the 49ers kept him on the bench in favor of Colin Kaepernick.By all accounts, Smith remained a team player through his benching. He even be-came more of a mentor to Kaepernick."I don't know him at all," Chiefs tackle Eric Winston said. "I've never met him. But I've watched him from afar and he handled the situation last year really well. That tells you a lot about him. It shows what kind of pro and what kind of person he is."
By SHANDEL RICHARDSON
SUN SENTINEL (MCT)It has come to this for the Miami Heat.After winning their 12th consecutive game Tuesday, Dwyane Wade and LeBron James were discussing what they did not 
accomplish. They fell just one point shy of 
both scoring 40 points for the first time in the same game.The wins have become routine. Now, it's more about adding style points.It's why James offered a suggestion to Wade as to how they could have each scored 40 in the 141-129 double-overtime win against the Sacramento Kings."I told him at the end when Tyreke Ev-ans got the steal on him, I said, 'You should have thrown your body in front of him and you could've gotten two free throws,' " James said. "He wasn't thinking about it. ... It would've been cool, especially if it hap-pened in a win."Yes, the Heat are in the rare position of not only winning but deciding how they want to do it.
The victories have come when James dominates the entire game. They have 
come when Wade controls the final quarter.The last two have even come when they toyed with inferior teams before turning it on in the closing moments.The one constant is winning.The Heat haven't lost since Feb. 1 against the Indiana Pacers. In all, they have won 17 of 19, one of the most impressive stretches in the Big Three Era."This is what we've been talking about," James said. "I told you guys a while ago that we needed one of those months. We needed one of those stretches where we played great basketball and win any type of game, whatever it took. It happened in Feb-ruary. This has been a great month for us."Just how good was the month for the Heat?
James shot 64 percent from the field, 
becoming the first player with at least 200 attempts to shoot at the clip since Kareem Abdul-Jabbar in March of 1983. Wade re-established himself as a top-tier player 
while Ray Allen broke from a shooting slump and Mario Chalmers completed his most consistent stretch of the season.It has translated to Miami holding a six-game lead over the Pacers for the top seed in the Eastern Conference.
"Good month, the red jerseys, throwback 
jerseys did us good," Wade said, referring 
to the 1995-96 jerseys they have worn this season as part of their 25th anniversary.
"I just thought that throughout this month we found a way to get better. We won so many different ways but we want to continue. This is the time of the year where we have to continue to get better because other teams are doing it," added Wade.Aside from preparing for the postseason, 
Best stretch ever? Not quite yet for the Heat
See SMITH | Page  5
See HEAT | Page  5
MEN’S  BASKETBALL STANDINGS
EAST DIVISION       C-USA                      Overall          
 W L W    L       
MEMPHIS 13 0 24   3      
SOUTHERN MISS 10 3 21   7          
UCF 8 5 18   9      
EAST CAROLINA 7 6 15   10
UAB 5 7 13   14
MARSHALL 5 8 12   15
WEST DIVISION      C-USA                      Overall          
 W L W     L       
UTEP 7 5 14    12
TULSA 6 7 14    13        
TULANE 6 6 18    9
HOUSTON 4 8 15    10
SMU 3 9 13    14
RICE 1 11 5    21
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n Yes
n No
53% 
47% 
n Wii
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n XBox 360
n PC
Editorial
A rebuttal must be made to a recent editorial published by The Parthenon. This editorial has to deal with the recently notewor-thy debate on the allowance of concealed carry on campus. The argument focused on examples such as the Virginia Tech and Sandy Hook shoot-ings, the training required for a concealed carry permit, and the hypothetical of a gunman on campus. These examples to permit concealed carry hardly solidify the notion of safety that such an allowance would bring and at minimum uncover new questions that must be asked.
In regard to the first argument presented in the editorial, yes school shootings are tragic and they often result in dozens of deaths, but the number of school shootings compared to the num-ber of U.S. college campuses is extremely low. There have been less than 40 school shootings since Columbine and not all have been on college campuses. Compare this to the thousands of campuses currently operat-ing within the United States and the result is a chance of a shooting that is virtually zero. This shows that these rare oc-currences strengthen fear the same way Sept. 11 heightened American sensitivity to board-ing airplanes. The possibility of a mistake happening when hun-dreds of individuals are carrying lethal concealed weapons with only rudimentary training in 
firearm safety and usage is an ex-ponentially greater risk than the minimal chance of an invader.This leads to the second argument initiated by the editorial. Although it does say recipients of concealed carry permits are required to attend 
“rigorous” courses in firearm training, this is still only, as stated by the editorial, the 
basics of firearm safety and handling. The intimidation factor of a readily accessible 
firearm coupled with only the basic training in its usage will cause otherwise mild alter-cations to rapidly escalate to the point of possible deadly violence. It is more likely that violations, injuries, and pos-sible fatalities will result and cause more potential prob-lems for the university than 
the extremely minimal chance of a harmful intruder.
The final argument posed by the editorial is the hypotheti-cal of a gunman on Marshall’s campus. If concealed carry were allowed, it will be assumed that there are a number of individuals 
with firearms on campus. In the event of a gunman, he will likely not be wearing a uniform or have any distinguishing factors which would differentiate his ap-pearance from that of any other student present on campus. With this example, the scenario of a dozen armed individuals in the chaos of that incident having the ability to identify the actual 
beginning gunman, fire their weapon, and kill or incapacitate him without injuring unarmed bystanders, other concealed carries, the police and other emergency personnel, under the effects of fear, adrenaline, and other primal instincts is absolutely impossible. The con-fusion that would result from that scenario would harm more innocent victims cause more fatalities and prevent the au-thorities, who have had years of proper, advanced training as well as experience, from identifying the correct shooter and appre-hending him before the situation becomes worse. These are only three fac-tors that contribute to the societal problems posed by easily accessible deadly weap-ons. It is true that there is a constitutional amendment that gives every American the right to bear arms, but we must consider the era that this document was written. We no longer strive to tame the fron-tier or protect ourselves from the tyranny of the British. We have a professional, highly 
trained, highly efficient, world leading military that now pro-tects us. We are left with an antiquated privilege that now does not offer protection, but substantial harm. Although the Second Amendment needs to remain, there should be legiti-mate and explicit restrictions 
on deadly firearms. When ex-amining this debate recognize the true consequence of con-cealed carry.
Alex Jones
Freshman Advertising Major
Letter to the Editor
MCT CAMPUS
“Everybody in this country should learn how to program a computer…because it teaches you how to think,” is a quote by Apple founder Steve Jobs and is used as the opening of a YouTube video that went viral earlier this week.The video features computer program-ming geniuses Bill Gates, Mark Zuckerberg and the creators of other popular social media such as Twitter and Dropbox.The video, which is about computer cod-ing not being offered in as many schools as it should be, has gained more than one million views in less than 24 hours. That’s saying something. Only 10 percent of schools in the United States offer any sort of computer 
programming class, which is an astonish-ingly low number considering the amount of computer technology the average per-son uses every day.Many of the computer scientists featured in the video said they started coding as a hobby, wanting to make something for their friends, not necessarily with inten-tion to build a career out of it. Most schools around the U.S. do not offer a very good computer science program, if any at all, and in this day and age that is not acceptable. More people than ever are be-coming interesting in coding and computer programming, something everyone should know at least the basics of.Even taking a basic computer science 
class can get someone’s foot in the door to the world of computer programming.Programming has been around for as long as computers. Computers have been around since the 1940s. There is really no excuse at this point as to why more than one million jobs in America will go un-
fulfilled due to the lack of programming classes offered in schools.Hopefully academic institutions will re-
alize the need for these jobs to be filled in this technology age, and focus more on computer science than they already do. The amount of technology in the world today will only grow from here, and more developers will need to be accessible to make the world operate. 
Computer programing belongs in schools
Pistorius and South Africa's culture of fear
By MATTHEW DURINGTON
THE BALTIMORE SUN (MCT)As details continue to emerge about the killing of Reeva Steenkamp by the Olym-pic runner Oscar Pistorius, one fact appears to be certain: The man known as the "Blade 
Runner" did fire four bullets through a bathroom door in his South African home, kill-ing his girlfriend. Thus, it might appear that this will be an open-and-shut case when Pistorius goes before a judge in a trial that will inevitably become a media spectacle in South Africa and beyond on the scale of the O.J. Simpson trial. But as many know within South Africa, every issue is not black and white. Despite evi-dence to the contrary, there is a gray area that will inevitably 
find its way into prominence in defense testimony and press coverage.This killing took place within 
the confines of a gated commu-nity. The defendant, the victim and more than likely the judge who will preside over the trial live within secured enclaves meant to protect a segment of the South African population that can afford such protection from crime.
Gated communities, often called "golf estates," are en-closed spaces protected by a number of security mea-
sures such as electrified fences, razor wire, patrols and enhanced biometric and technological measures that continue to be developed by 
a "fear industry" that flour-ishes in South Africa. This fear industry emboldens a fear culture that is obsessed with crime and its avoid-ance. While we may see this as an irrational fear, as the majority of crime occurs in concentrated spaces among the black population (not un-like in the United States), one has to respect the nature of crime in South Africa. Despite a murder rate that has begun to decline in recent years, South Africa still has crime levels that are astronomical, with a homicide rate approxi-mately four times that of most industrialized nations. Still, it is unlikely that this type of crime would have touched people like Oscar Pistorius or Reeva Steenkamp, especially within a gated community.The assertion that Pistorius believed there was an intruder in his home may seem unlikely 
in a secured home in the mid-dle of a gated community, but it is a perception that many in South Africa will relate to. A segment of the South African psyche will understand the fear and the reaction allegedly spurred by it, despite any evi-dence to the contrary.The home in South Africa _ at least the home as it is con-ceptualized within a gated community is a nervous space, and the mindset within these spaces becomes imbued with the sentiment that be-coming a victim is inevitable. In the flurry of speculation emerging around Pistorius, there may be a number of causal factors that will be for-warded by the prosecution and defense. It is likely that at some point the irony that Reeva Steenkamp was in a secured home within a gated community may become cen-tral in understanding why she lost her life.Steenkamp's death and Pis-torius' arrest are tragic on many levels. The most obvious disaster is that a young, beauti-ful and thoughtful woman has been robbed of her life and all the potential that may have come from it. But it is also a 
tragedy for the country as it continues to struggle through the neoliberal malaise of the 
last 18 years to find a foothold on the world stage through global events such as the 2010 World Cup. Since the 2012 Olympics, Oscar Pistorius has enjoyed a level of prominence approaching that of Nelson Mandela as a representative of the "new South Africa." While Nike may have lost another athlete in its advertisements, the disabled community has lost an advocate that had limit-less potential.On Friday, Pistorius was granted bail to live "free" within South Africa un-til his trial except he will be metaphorically held prisoner in a gated com-munity. The impending deliberations will not af-fect the ordinary citizens of South Africa struggling with unemployment and a variety of socioeconomic ills as the country continues to emerge as a prominent player on the world stage. But it may lead some to question the cultural confines that gated communities can create for a segment of the population within the new South Africa.
The partners designed 
the statue to reflect Parks’ 
determination, which is of-
ten softened in retellings of 
her story. Parks was a quiet 
woman, but she was also an-gry, said Firmin, who said that 
he researched her life thor-
oughly. That’s why the piece 
shows Parks turning away 
from racism and sitting on a 
rock, to represent the rock 
of the Civil Rights Movement that supported her.
Civil Rights leader Jesse 
Jackson said that Parks was a 
harsher activist than remem-bered, noting that her statue 
is gazing at the image of Con-
federacy leader Jefferson 
Davis across the hall.
Rep. Marcia Fudge, D-Ohio, 
chair of the Congressional 
Black Caucus, said that it was 
ironic that as they celebrated 
Parks, across the street the 
Supreme Court was hearing 
arguments in a case that chal-
lenges parts of the landmark 
Voting Rights Act of 1965.
“This is the very core of the 
cause to which Mrs. Parks de-
voted her life, and it is once 
again being questioned,” she said in a statement.
Ella McCall Haygan, regional 
director for Washington’s 
Rosa & Raymond Parks In-
stitute for Self Development, 
knew Parks for 15 years. At 
the ceremony, she was wear-
ing a hat and a pink sweatshirt 
plastered with photos of her 
and Parks. Haygan said that 
if Parks knew a statue of her 
was being unveiled, she would 
have humbly said that it was a 
nice gesture for the children 
and for the future.
Some members of Parks’ 
extended family from her 
mother’s side were originally denied a photo with the statue 
because of the long lines to 
view it. Lonnie McCauley of 
Detroit said that Parks was 
his grandfather’s sister, and 
he was upset that he couldn’t 
take a picture with his family 
member toward whom he felt 
such strong pride and ties.
“She lived for everyone,” he said.“I’m a bit frustrated that 
we’d say one thing, but in the 
real world we do nothing to 
enforce laws on the books,” he said.
Tempers flared when Graham 
asked Milwaukee Police Chief 
Edward Flynn whether police 
were arresting people who’d 
failed background checks to buy guns.
“We don’t chase paper, we 
chase armed criminals!” Flynn thundered, generating ap-
plause from some members of 
the audience and a reprimand 
from Feinstein.
“Sen. Graham and I just got 
recognized for civility,” she said, 
noting an award that both had 
received Tuesday. “Let’s keep 
this civil.”
Opponents have criticized 
Feinstein’s proposals as feel-
good measures that would do 
little to stop mass shootings 
but would hurt law-abiding gun owners. During the hearing, the 
NRA flooded Twitter with re-sponses to the testimony, using 
the hashtag #StopFeinstein to 
respond to every point.
Vice President Joe Biden on 
Wednesday asked a gathering 
of state attorneys general in 
Washington for their help in getting the measures through 
Congress.
“There will be a moral price, 
as well as a political price, to be 
paid for inaction,” he said.
the Heat have a couple mile-
stones within reach. They 
are two wins shy of tying the 
franchise record of 14 straight 
wins, set in 2004-05.
"I'm not going to put it over 
that one yet," said Wade, a 
member of that team. "Maybe 
if we win a few more. I do re-member that one and that was 
pretty exciting and pretty fun."
The Heat are also closing in 
on perhaps the best stretch 
since 2010, the year the core 
of the team was assembled. Af-
ter a 9-8 start that season, they 
won 21 of 22 games.
"We're playing better now," 
center Chris Bosh said.
"I think before it was more 
out of anger and frustration. We 
had a lot of frustration built up 
because of what was happening 
around us. Now, we're more 
precise. We know what we're 
doing and things are working 
out a lot better for us. We know 
what's going on."
Heat coach Erik Spoelstra 
said he would prefer to fo-
cus on the way his team is 
playing instead of wins and 
losses. For example, he was 
unhappy with Tuesday's 
effort despite the streak 
continuing.
"It's not just about the win," 
Spoelstra said.
"That's what we have to fo-
cus on. ... Are we getting better? 
Or are we out there just play-
ing the game and not really 
competing to try to grow? The 
competition will get better as 
we get to the stretch run and 
to the playoffs. I don't want our 
opinion to be skewed by the 
streak. It's got to be about how 
we're playing."
When Kaepernick led the 
49ers to the NFC championship 
and the Super Bowl, Smith be-
came expendable. The Chiefs, 
who had the two lowest-rated 
passers in the league last sea-
son in Matt Cassel and Brady 
Quinn, were looking for a 
quarterback.
"I just think, if you really 
study his career, what hap-
pened those first five or six 
years was just a disaster," Gan-
non said. "Every time he turned 
around, he had a new coor-dinator, a new system, a new 
playbook. There was no car-
ryover. There was a dramatic 
departure from the thing they 
were doing before.
"To his credit, he went 
through a lot of adversity 
and came through it in one 
piece. People say he's a game 
manager and all that stuff, 
but the guy won 13 games 
(in 2011) and took care of 
the football, threw a league-
low five interceptions. Then 
this year he was playing well, 
completing 70 percent of his passes.
"It looks like the guy has 
turned the corner. There are 
a lot of good qualities about 
this guy. He's tough and he's 
a better athlete than people 
give him credit for. He's not 
an Aaron Rodgers or Tom 
Brady in terms of his arm 
strength, but there's only a 
handful of those guys in the 
league."
The Chiefs can now move on to other pressing matters: 
mainly, what to do about 
wide receiver Dwayne Bowe 
and tackle Branden Albert, 
the most valuable of their 
potential unrestricted free agents.
The Chiefs have no accom-
plished wide receiver other than Bowe, their top pass-
catcher in each of the past four 
seasons. That makes it likely 
the Chiefs would retain Bowe 
either with a long-term con-
tract or by making him their 
franchise player for the second straight season.
What they do with Albert will 
tip their plans for their first-
round pick, the first selection 
overall in the April 25-27 draft. 
If they allow Albert to depart 
as a free agent, they would ap-
pear to have Texas A&M tackle 
Luke Joeckel in mind with their 
first pick. Joeckel is generally 
considered to be the top tackle 
available in the draft.
Taken together with the 
hiring of Dorsey and Reid, 
the addition of Smith pro-
vides a fresh start for the 
Chiefs.
"That's kind of the key term 
in all of this," Winston said. "It 
is a fresh start for everyone. 
When a new coach and a new 
GM comes in, they're going to 
want their own players. Every-
body is being evaluated that 
way. They decided a change needed to be made at that posi-
tion, and I'm sure you're going to see that at other positions as 
well."
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Secret Vatican report could 
play a part in pope selection
By HENRY CHU
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)
Deep inside a safe in the 
papal apartment lies a top-
secret report for his holiness' 
eyes only that has become the 
most-talked-about document 
in Rome.
Written by three elderly 
cardinals, the dossier delves into the most damaging se-
curity breach inside the 
Vatican in living memory: 
the recent leak of private 
papers belonging to Pope 
Benedict XVI. The pontiff 
commissioned the senior 
prelates to find out how such 
a major lapse could have oc-
curred and why.
Where the f ingers point 
already a matter of  fevered 
conjecture in the Ital ian 
press could become a fac-
tor in the selection of  the 
next  pope after Benedict 's retirement Thursday. 
Even though the 115 car-
dinals  who wil l  choose a 
new pontif f  are not  being 
al lowed to read the con-
f idential  f i le ,  what they 
believe to be in it  could 
color their  decision.
Speculation over the dos-
sier's potentially explosive 
contents is just part of the 
politicking that is likely to go 
into the heavily veiled process 
of picking a new leader for 
the world's 1.1 billion Roman 
Catholics.
That process in ef-
fect started earlier than 
usual this time because 
of Benedict's surprise 
announcement of his in-
tention to step down from 
office rather than let death 
remove him from it. The ad-
vance notice of a vacancy 
on the throne of St. Peter 
means that papal hopefuls, their supporters and de-
tractors have already begun 
sizing one another up, plot-ting strategy and assessing 
chances.
As yet, no whisper cam-
paigns or well-timed leaks to 
the news media have sprung 
up as the cardinals converge 
on Rome to be on hand for 
Benedict's farewell. But if 
past papal transitions are 
any guide, that could just be 
a matter of time.
"I'm sure we'll see it," said 
John Allen, a veteran Vatican 
watcher for the National Cath-
olic Reporter.
As spiritual and prayerful 
as the process is supposed 
to be, cardinals have been 
known to resort to more 
worldly methods of advanc-
ing their favored candidates or issues.
"They are talking with one 
another not in public view, 
obviously," Allen said, and 
some also have made brief statements to the news media. 
"Other cardinals are reading 
those interviews. That's also 
a way to put down markers," he said.
The most crucial forum 
for the cardinals to do some 
subtle self-promotion and to 
evaluate one another is the 
group meetings they will hold 
to discuss issues facing the 
church as they prepare for 
the conclave to elect the new 
pope. The Vatican announced Tuesday that those meetings, 
called general congregations, 
would begin Monday.
Marco Tosatti, a Vati-
can correspondent for La Stampa newspaper, said the 
discussions of the church's 
challenges would be particu-
larly important this time in 
determining who Benedict's 
successor will be.
In past conclaves, some 
of the jockeying fell along 
doctrinal lines, between con-
servative and liberal camps. 
But the current College of 
Cardinals is almost entirely 
conservative, in the mold of 
the two popes, John Paul II and 
Benedict XVI, who appointed 
them, so those divisions don't 
apply. Instead, Tosatti said, 
the main focus will be on the 
church's priorities.
"They are still thinking 
(about) not the man but what 
are the challenges to the 
church. All this will come out 
during the general congre-gation," Tosatti said. "They 
start to gather a consensus 
on the issues, and only then 
they'll start asking the ques-
tion, who's the man who 
can face the challenge? You 
choose a problem first and 
then the man after."
Tosatti doesn't detect too 
much maneuvering behind 
the scenes by the papabili, 
or "pope-ables," so far. But 
that is likely to change once 
all the cardinals have arrived 
in Rome.
One of the issues ex-
pected to arise is the 
internal workings of the 
Vatican, which has come 
under heavy scrutiny in 
the wake of the leaked pa-
pal documents. The papers 
painted an unflattering 
portrait of an institution 
racked by turf battles and 
corruption at the highest 
levels, and suggested that 
Benedict was unable to 
curb abuses.
The pope's personal butler 
was arrested and convicted by 
a Vatican tribunal of stealing 
the private papers. Benedict 
later pardoned him and com-
missioned the three cardinals 
to investigate.
One recent Italian news 
report, citing anonymous 
sources, said the top-secret 
dossier on the so-called Va-
tileaks scandal contains 
revelations of a gay lobby 
within the Vatican, some of whose members were be-
ing blackmailed over their 
sexuality.
Vatican officials have la-
beled such reports as baseless 
and malicious. But that has 
not stopped some Vatican 
watchers from wondering 
whether some mudslinging is 
already under way, although 
no one has quite yet divined 
who benefits and who doesn't 
from the speculative accounts 
of the dossier's contents.
This week, the Vatican 
said the confidential re-
port, which Benedict has 
read, would be handed over 
only to his successor and 
not be made available to 
the rest of the cardinals. 
But the three prelates who 
compiled the dossier will 
attend the general congre-
gation and could divulge 
some of its findings.
One cardinal, Jean-Louis 
Tauran of France, told Italy's 
La Repubblica newspaper 
that he and his fellow con-
clave members should be 
made privy to the report's 
findings and the identities of 
those named in it before de-
ciding whom to choose as the 
new pontiff.
"The cardinal electors can-
not decide to choose this or 
that name to vote for if they 
don't know the contents of this dossier," Tauran said. 
"If it's necessary, I don't see 
why they should not ask for names."
The Vatican did reveal the 
answer Tuesday to one of the 
most-asked questions sur-
rounding Benedict and his 
retirement: what he will be 
called once he is no longer the reigning pope.
Vatican spokesman 
Federico Lombardi said 
Benedict, the first pope to 
resign in six centuries, will 
bear the title "pope emeri-
tus" or "Roman pontiff 
emeritus." He will keep the 
honorific "his holiness" and 
the designation Benedict 
XVI rather than return to be-
ing called Joseph Ratzinger.
He will also continue to be robed in white rather than 
reassume the black outfit 
worn by cardinals. But Bene-
dict, an inveterate shoe lover, 
will trade in the trademark 
red papal shoes for a pair of 
handcrafted brown loafers 
that he spotted and liked on 
a visit to Mexico.
Pope Benedict XVI speaks to tens of thousands of pilgrims and well-
wishers during his final general audience Wednesday, the eve of his 
retirement as leader of the world's Roman Catholics at St. Peter's 
Square, Vatican City. 
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1. The Appleseed Cast 6. Paul Baribeau
2. Freelance Whales 7. Sweedish House Mafia
3. Captain Murphy 8. Reptar
4. Ducksauce 9. Drive-by Truckers
5. Action Bronson 10. The Fu
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”
Etiquette  dinner  teaches  students  professionalism
NAME TEN THINGS YOU WANNA DO BEFORE YOU DIE
AND THEN GO DO THEM.
PAUL BARIBEAU, “TEN THINGS”
Comics’ popularity makes Art Spiegelman’s task easier
By Chris Vognar
THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS 
(MCT)Art Spiegelman chuckles as he looks back on the days when comics weren’t considered cool. He sounds a little like an older kid telling a younger sibling how easy they’ve got it now.“I tell young people about the old days and they don’t under-stand,” he says by phone from New York. “It’s as if I’m saying we used to have to go out and kill mastodons for dinner. You couldn’t go into a bar and try to pick up a woman by saying you draw comics. You’d be much better off saying you were a plumber or a carpenter.”
The Pulitzer-winning author of the groundbreaking “Maus” realizes his role as evangelist is much easier than it once was. With all manner of comics and graphic novels garnering criti-cal acclaim and comics courses proliferating at universities, the battle for mainstream ac-ceptance has been won.Though he’s hesitant to take credit, Spiegelman played a 
significant role in his medium’s triumph. The two volumes of “Maus,” published in 1986 and 1991, showed a mass audience of general readers and cultural arbiters that comics could tackle the most serious of stories with narrative and illustrative daring. 
On one level it’s the story of how his Polish parents survived the Holocaust, with Jews portrayed as mice and Nazis as cats. But “Maus” is also a heartbreaking study of memory and inter-generational communication, structured around Spiegelman’s interviews with his father.“I just thought I was making a long comic book,” he says. “I’m astonished at how well it landed. I knew I could pos-
sibly find some audience if I followed that basic notion of what a comic should do.”It comes down to story, as Spiegelman learned the hard way. In 1978 he published “Breakdowns,” a large-format 
collection of expressionistic and intensely autobiographical short works (including an early run at “Maus”). The book, rereleased in 2008, now reads like a rare glimpse inside the soul of an inno-
vative young artist. But it flopped 
when it was first published, and Spiegelman rededicated himself to the art of narrative.Dennis Foster, an English professor at Southern Method-ist University, teaches “Maus” as well as comic book writer Chris Ware in his literature courses. He sees no need to qualify the inclusion of the once-maligned format.“They have a depth and com-plexity that makes use of all the 
techniques I have developed to read literature,” Foster says by email. “If I can get my students to pay attention to such graphic details as the way a writer ar-ranges panels on a page, the often ironic relation of words to the underlying images, or the allusions in a drawing that bring in references from a larger con-text, I think those students will know how to read everything more attentively.”Art Spiegelman, literary lion. It seemed unlikely when he spent years working for the Topps Co. designing Wacky Packages stickers and blazing a trail in underground comics.These are part of Spiegelman’s 
more populist roots, of which he’s not ashamed. The in-troduction to “Breakdowns” shows him as a child, falling in love with the early Mad comics. Flip a few pages forward and he’s musing on the intersection of form and content in art.Spiegelman credits his friend Ken Jacobs, the avant-garde 
filmmaker, for helping him see that light: “He got me to try to think of Picasso as a cartoon-
ist instead of a sacred figure of modernism. Then I found out what modernism actually was.”Then he discovered it could take many forms. Including an epic family story of mice escap-ing the tyranny of cats.
By HAYLEE ROBERTS
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University Career Services depart-ment gave students an insight to a different side of a job interview, the rights and wrongs of proper eti-quette at the dinner table. The Spring Etiquette Dinner was a part of Career Services professional development programs and 
was designed to give juniors and seniors final pol-ishing to the interview training that is needed for 
their first job opportunity. Denise Hogsett, director of Career Services, said she was pleased with the number of students who attended. “Over the past years, this was the largest group of students we have had come out to the etiquette dinner,” Hogsett said.Roughly 90 students attended the etiquette din-ner, including Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity members.
Shaun Wagner, junior finance and accounting ma-jor and Alpha Sigma Phi President, said the night was about bringing his brotherhood together. “We decided to come as professional opportu-nity for our fraternity because we thought it would be useful to learn how to use proper etiquette at a dinner setting,” Wagner said. “This was also a great brotherhood opportunity.”Terri Thompson, reinvention expert and eti-quette consultant for Etiquette in Action in Paris, Ky., attended the event and taught students the proper etiquette techniques. Thompson has helped thousands of college 
students around the nation develop professional 
poise, confident communication skills and personal polish. Thompson has been a feature in the Spring Eti-
quette Dinner with Marshall for five years. “Terri loves the college population and although she does do other audiences such as weddings and businesses, college students are her main focus when teaching proper etiquette techniques,” Hog-sett said. The dinner was a four-course meal and included soup, salad, entrée and dessert. Students were expected to dress in professional attire. Marshall’s Lewis College of Business 200 class required students to attend the dinner as a part of the course. Aaron Hanna, sophomore accounting major, was one of those students in attendance.“This was a great opportunity for me and my fu-ture,” Hanna said. “I got to spend time with friends and the food was great also.”“We want juniors and seniors to be able to have experience and knowledge about every different type of skill there is to need when going into their 
first job interview,” Hogsett said. “We think that proper etiquette is an important skill to have in not only job interviews, but also special events such as weddings and client meetings. It’s important in many situations students are faced with in life.”
Haylee Roberts can be contacted at rob-
erts215@marshall.edu.
